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A B S T R A C T   

With respect to the recent developments of hydrogen storage system (HSS), it is relevant to model these storage 
units in the network expansion planning. Also, most of the available expansion planning tools consider constant 
locations and sizing for renewable resources and only study the impacts of renewables on the model. It seems 
that considering variable location and capacity for renewable energies and finding their optimal levels may 
result in more flexible model. With regard to these issues, this paper presents distribution network expansion 
planning incorporating wind power and hydrogen storage. The optimal site and size of wind and hydrogen 
systems are denoted. The stochastic optimization programming is addressed to minimize the plan budgets. The 
purpose is to defer the investment and operating budgets. The uncertainty modeling is developed to handle the 
load-wind errors. The achievements demonstrate that the model finds optimal location, sizing, operation pattern, 
and setting for wind turbines and HSSs while the planning cost is deferred and minimized.   

Introduction 

The electrical energy storage systems are helpful to store energy 
when the energy is not necessary and then restore energy when it is 
required. The electrical energy may be stored in various forms [1]. The 
chemical energy storage is one of the new and interesting concepts that 
converts electrical energy to the chemical gases and stores it in the 
proper reservoirs. The main model is to convert electrical energy to 
hydrogen or Methane [2]. Fig. 1 shows the topology of HSSs. In the 
HSSs, the electrical energy is converted to hydrogen through electro-
lysis systems like high temperature, Alkaline, or Polymer electrolyte 
membrane. The produced hydrogen may be stored in large-size storage 
tanks such as underground storage reservoirs or small-size storage 
systems such as liquid tanks [3]. The stored hydrogen is afterward 
utilized for industry applications such as refineries or it may be used for 
re-electrification in fuel-cells or gas turbines [4]. 

The hydrogen storage systems have wide applications in the elec-
trical networks. One of the proper applications of hydrogen storage 
systems is to deal with renewable energies [5]. The renewable energies 
often comprise intermittency resulting in parameters uncertainty in the 
systems. The hydrogen storage systems operate as a buffer between the 
renewable energies and the network [6]. The output power of renew-
able energies is converted to hydrogen. The hydrogen is afterward re- 
electrified to produce electrical energy. This procedure removes the 

uncertainty of renewable energies and adjusts their output powers. The 
process of converting energy to hydrogen or Methane is known as 
power to gas process [7]. In such processes, the renewable or non-re-
newable energy is reformed to the chemical gases (i.e., hydrogen or 
Methane) and stored or transferred. The power to gas has been pre-
sented as an efficient scheme to deal with electrical energy issues like 
environmental pollutions, uncertainty, and transmission [8]. 

The energy storage systems, e.g., hydrogen storage, assist the elec-
trical networks to integrate more renewable energies [9]. The renew-
able energies are widely utilized in the electrical networks. The large- 
size renewables are integrated in the generation section of electric 
power systems [10] and the small-size renewables are installed on the 
distribution networks [11]. Both large-scale and small-scale renewables 
inject uncertainty into the system [12]. There are some common 
methods to handle uncertainty in the models, for instance the stochastic 
programming and robust programming are the frequent techniques to 
handle such uncertainty [13]. Various types of energy storage systems 
may be combined to make the hybrid energy storage systems. These 
technologies are more efficient and can provide both the short and 
long-term operations. The hybrid storage systems have been broadly 
discussed and modeled and there are various topologies for hybrid 
storage systems [14]. 

The network expansion planning can be integrated with renewables 
and energy storages. The transmission and distribution network 
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expansion planning have been modeled and studied incorporating re-
newable energies and energy storage systems [15]. It has been de-
monstrated that the renewable energies make significant changes in the 
model and it is required to reconfigure the model when the renewables 
are integrated [16]. The storage devices can defer the expansion plan 
and investment budget [17]. 

The above referenced studies various types of storage systems but 
the hydrogen storage has not been studied or has been rarely studied in 
the network expansion planning. With respect to the new developments 
of hydrogen storage systems, it is relevant to study the hydrogen sto-
rage in the network expansion planning. As well, most of the previous 
studies consider fixed location and sizing for renewable energies. As a 
result, considering the location and capacity of renewable energies as 
the design variables and finding their optimal levels may realize a more 
flexible model. 

Some studies have been performed to investigate the mobile 

distributed generations (DGs) in the grids. Such mobile DGs for example 
truck-mounted DGs may be utilized for emergency conditions such as 
power blackout. The main purpose of these devices is to improve the 
system resilience (e.g., critical load restoration) under disruptions [18]. 
The electric vehicles and truck-mounted storage units may also be 
utilized to improve the system resilience under natural disasters [19]. 
However, such mobile DGs are often applied for emergency conditions 
and their applications for steady-state energy management is insignif-
icant. In practical steady-state energy management problems, the fixed 
DGs have broad applications. This paper therefore considers fixed lo-
cations for DGs. 

This paper presents distribution network expansion planning in-
corporating wind power and hydrogen storage. The optimal place and 
size of wind turbines and hydrogen units are determined by the plan. 
The plan is presented for optimal investment deferral in the network. 
The plan minimizes the investment cost on wind turbines, the invest-
ment cost on hydrogen storage systems, and the energy cost of the 
network. The constraints on the operation of wind turbines, hydrogen 
storage systems, and network are incorporated. The key contributions 
of the model are highlighted here;  

• The distribution network expansion is presented incorporating wind 
energy and hydrogen storage system under load and wind un-
certainty.  

• The optimal location, sizing and setting of hydrogen storage systems 
are determined.  

• The optimal place and size of wind generating systems are achieved. 

Mathematical formulation of model 

Network expansion planning 

The objective function of programming is to minimize the invest-
ment and operating budgets. The objective function is presented by (1). 
The first term is the annualized energy cost, the second part signifies 
the investment cost on new lines, the third part is the investment cost 
on new wind units, and the final part is the investment cost on hy-
drogen units. 

All the costs in (1) are converted and presented per year. The ob-
jective function (1) is therefore presented as annual cost. 

Nomenclature 

Symbols Description 

Bi se ti
hss
, , Binary variable for hydrogen storage operation 

Bi
hn Binary variable showing number of hydrogen storage units 

Bi
wn Binary variable showing number of wind turbines 

Ci j
power
, Capacity of line (p.u.) 

Cf Unit conversion between hydrogen and electricity 
Ese ti

price
, Electricity price ($/kWh) 

Fa Factor to change cost to yearly cost 
Fsc i j se ti

power
, , , , Power flow through line (p.u.) 

Hi
rp Rated power of hydrogen storage (kW) 

Hinv Investment cost of hydrogen storage ($/kW) 
Hi se ti

ch
, , Consumed power by hydrogen storage (p.u.) 

Hi se ti
dch
, , Produced power by hydrogen storage (p.u.) 

Hi se ti
gen
, , Produced hydrogen by hydrogen storage (kg) 

Hi se ti
com
, , Consumed hydrogen by hydrogen storage (kg) 

Hi se ti
s
, , Stored hydrogen in reservoir (kg) 

Hi
cap Capacity of hydrogen reservoir (kg) 

Hn Number of hydrogen systems 
i j, Symbol of buses 

Ki j,
exp Number of new installed lines 

Li j
length
, Distance of line (km) 

Linv Investment cost of line ($/km) 
Lsc i se ti

power
, , , Load power (p.u.) 

Lgrowth Load growth (%) 
N Set of buses 
Psc se ti

in
, , Power between grid and upstream network (p.u.) 

Rsc Probability of each scenario 
sc SC, Symbol and set of scenarios 
se SE, Symbol and set of seasons 
Tse

day Number of days in one season 
ti TI, Symbol and set of time periods 
Wi

rp Wind unit power (kW) 
W inv Investment cost of wind unit ($/kW) 
Wsc i se ti

power
, , , Power of wind unit (p.u.) 

Wn Number of wind turbines 
Yi j, Admittance of line (p.u.) 
Z Objective function of the planning ($/year) 

sc i se ti
voltage

, , , Voltage angle (Radian) 

i
hss Efficiency of hydrogen storage system (%)   

Fig. 1. Topology of hydrogen storage system.  
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sc SC se SE ti TI
sc se ti
in

sc se ti
price

se
day

i N j N
i j i j

length inv

i N
i
rp inv

i N
i
rp inv

, , ,

,
exp

,

(1)  

Power flow model 

This paper utilizes DC power flow to model the grid operation. The 
AC power flow is more accurate model but it is a non-linear model and 
cannot be applied in the linear programming problems. The DC power 
flow is a linear model and it is properly compatible with linear pro-
gramming problems. Application of DC power flow creates some errors 
in the results but reduces the simulation time and facilitates the mod-
elling extensively. The current problem, i.e., network expansion plan-
ning, is a long-term plan and the power flow parameters such as voltage 
magnitude do not make significantly effects on the model and outputs. 
Therefore, application of DC power flow is acceptable and reasonable. 

The flow of active power in the lines is computed by (2) and the 

thermal limitation of each line is limited by (3) [20]. 

= ×F Y
sc SC i N j N se SE ti TI

[( ) ]
, , , ,

sc i j se ti
power

sc i se ti
voltage

sc j se ti
voltage

i j, , , , , , , , , , ,

(2)  

× +F C K
sc SC i N j N se SE ti TI

| | ( 1)
, , , ,

sc i j se ti
power

i j
power

i j, , , , , ,
exp

(3)  

The power balance in the network is addressed by (4). The gener-
ated power by wind turbines and the generated-consumed powers of 
hydrogen storage systems are incorporated. 

× + + =L L F H W H

sc SC i N se SE ti TI

0

, , ,

sc i se ti
power growth

j N
sc i j se ti
power

i se ti
ch

sc i se ti
power

i se ti
dch

, , , , , , , , , , , , , ,

(4)  

The produced power by wind turbines is limited by rated power as 
shown in (5). The dispatched power to the upstream grid is modeled by  
(6). 

W W
sc SC i N se SE ti TI, , ,

sc i se ti
power

i
rp

, , ,

(5)  

=P F
sc SC i j se SE ti TI, [1], [2], ,

sc se ti
in

sc i j se ti
power

, , , , , ,

(6)  

Hydrogen storage system 

Fig. 2 depicts the structure of HSS containing electrolyzer, storage 
tank, and fuel-cell. The electrolyzer converts the electricity to hydrogen 
and stores it the tank. The hydrogen is fed into the fuel-cell to produce 
electricity. The hydrogen may be stored in the reservoir for long-term 
periods [2]. 

The operation of HSS is modeled here. In (7), it is confirmed that the 
HSS can either work on charging or discharging at each time interval  
[6]. 

× + × < +H B H B H H
i N se SE ti TI

{ (1 )} { }
, ,

i se ti
ch

i se ti
hss

i se ti
dch

i se ti
hss

i se ti
ch

i se ti
dch

, , , , , , , , , , , ,

(7)  

When the hydrogen storage operates on charging state, it converts 
electricity to hydrogen and produces hydrogen. The generated hy-
drogen is calculated by (8). Once the hydrogen storage operates on 
discharging state, it consumes hydrogen to produce electricity. The 
consumed hydrogen is calculated by (9). 

= ×H H C
i N se SE ti TI, ,

i se ti
gen

i se ti
ch

f, , , ,

(8)  

= ×H H C
i N se SE ti TI, ,

i se ti
com

i se ti
dch

f, , , ,

(9)  

The powers of hydrogen storage are limited by (10) and (11). 

Fig. 2. Structure of hydrogen storage unit.  

Fig. 3. Solution process of the given problem.  
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H H
i N se SE ti TI, ,

i se ti
ch

i
rp

, ,

(10)  

H H
i N se SE ti TI, ,

i se ti
dch

i
rp

, ,

(11)  

The stored hydrogen in hydrogen reservoirs is specified by (12) and 
capacity of the reservoirs is limited by (13) [3]. 

= +H H

i N se SE ti TI, ,
i se ti
s

i se ti
s H H

, , , , 1
( )i se ti

gen
i se ti
com

i
hss, , , ,

(12)  

H H
i N se SE ti TI, ,

i se ti
s

i
cap

, ,

(13)  

The mathematical model indicates that hydrogen storage system has 
a constant operating pattern under all scenarios of performance. In 
other words, the charging-discharging operation of hydrogen storage 

Fig. 4. Single line diagram of test network.  

Fig. 5. 24-hour pattern for load and wind powers.  

Table 1 
The price of electrical energy.    

Hour Electricity price ($/kWh)  

1–8 0.05 
10–15 0.1 
16–22 0.2 
23–24 0.1 

Table 2 
Seasonal profile of wind and load.       

Season 1 2 3 4  

Wind level 0.85 0.90 1.00 0.95 
Load level 0.85 1.00 0.95 0.75 
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system is designed to be robust and feasible under all uncertainties of 
the system. 

Location and number of wind turbines and storages 

As it was discussed, the plan finds optimal number and location of 
wind generating systems and HSSs. In (14), number and locations of 
hydrogen storage systems are determined and (15) finds number and 
locations of wind turbines. 

B Hn
i N

i
hn

(14)  

B Wn
i N

i
wn

(15)  

Solution process 

Fig. 3 shows the solution process of the given problem. First, the 
uncertain parameters of the model are defined. In this paper, the load 
and wind powers are measured as the uncertain parameters and mod-
eled by Normal distribution. Then the Monte Carlo sampling is applied 
to create a large-set of scenarios and the backward scenario-reduction 
process is employed to decrease scenarios to the required number. The 
constraints of the model (Eqs. (2)–(15)) are defined in GAMS software. 
These constraints model the feasible operating pattern of the compo-
nents. The objective function (Eq. (1)) is then modeled in GAMS soft-
ware. The final model is realized by mixed integer linear programming. 
The GAMS software is run to solve the optimization programming. The 
achieved outputs are recorded including minimum cost, optimal 
number and locations of wind turbines, and optimal number and lo-
cations of hydrogen systems. 

Test system for expansion 

Fig. 4 demonstrates the test network. The IEEE 33-bus distribution 
grid is considered as cast study. The base apparent power is 10 MVA 
and the base voltage magnitude is 12.66 kV. The load and wind powers 
are shown in Fig. 5 and the electricity price is presented in Table 1 [21]. 

Table 2 lists the seasonal profile of wind energy and loads. Table 3 
lists the parameters of wind turbines, hydrogen storage systems, and 
lines. The discount rate is set on ten percent and the load growth is set 
on thirty percent. The line length is assumed equal to one kilometer. 
The unit conversion between electricity and hydrogen is 40 kWh [4]. 
The maximum number of wind turbines and hydrogen storage systems 
is assumed equal to four. 

Results and discussions 

Table 4 summarizes the optimal locations of new lines, wind tur-
bines, and hydrogen storage systems on the network. The planning 
installs five new lines, four wind turbines, and four hydrogen storages 
to deal with load growth. The locations and sizing of the components 
are determined by the planning. 

The operation of the HSS is optimized by the contributed strategy.  

Fig. 6 shows such optimal operation for the storage unit fixed on bus 2. 
It converts electricity to hydrogen and stores hydrogen when the elec-
tricity is cheap (hours 1–15) and discharges hydrogen to produce 
electricity when the electricity price is high (hours 16–21). 

Fig. 7 demonstrates the operation of hydrogen storage on bus 5. It 
stores electricity in hydrogen form when the electricity is inexpensive 
and the hydrogen is then re-electrified when the electricity is expensive. 

Figs. 8 and 9 indicate that the similar operation is seen for the hy-
drogen storages on buses 13 and 28. They shift electrical energy from 
off-peak time periods to on-peak time intervals with the intention of 
cost reduction. The produced power by wind turbines is generated at 
night-time and shifted to the day-time by HSS. 

Fig. 10 represents the stored hydrogen in the hydrogen tanks. It is 
obvious that all the hydrogen systems store the hydrogen inside their 
reservoirs under initial hours and discharge the hydrogen under on- 
peak hours from hour 15 to 21. After hour 21, the hydrogen tanks are 
empty and they are ready for next day operation. The hydrogen tank on 
bus 2 needs the largest capacity and the hydrogen tank on bus 5 needs 
the smallest capacity. 

Comparing the model 

The presented model is compared to the other models given in the 
literature as itemized in Table 5. The first case in Table 5 indicates the 
proposed model including wind energy and storage units. The second 
case presents the model with wind energy but without storage units. 
The presented model presents better outputs compared to case 2. The 
third case gives the model with storage units but without wind energy. 
This case also shows more cost compared to the given model by this 
paper. Eventually, the fourth case is the plan without both the storage 
units and wind energy. This model is the most expensive case because it 
is not benefited from the storage units and wind energy. 

Sensitivity analysis 

The accuracy and correctness of the simulations are verified through 
error analysis as addressed by Table 6. The results confirm that in-
creasing the investment cost rises the annual cost of the model. The 
electricity price is the most important economic parameter in the model 
and increasing the electricity price by 10% rises the annual cost con-
siderably. 

System scalability 

The load growth is the key factor in the expansion planning. The 
larger load growth needs more expansion and reinforcement on the 
grid. Table 7 lists the planning outputs under different load growth in 
the network. Under the 10% load growth, the plan can successfully 
defer the network expansion and the load growth is only dealt by 

Table 3 
Parameters of wind turbines, hydrogen storage, and lines.    

Parameter Level  

Line life time (year) 15 
Wind life time (year) 8 
Hydrogen life time (year) 4 
Investment cost of line ($/km) 50,000 
Investment cost of wind ($/kW) 1000 
Investment cost of hydrogen ($/kW) 400 
Hydrogen system efficiency (%) 60 

Table 4 
Optimal locations of new lines, wind turbines, and hydrogen storages.    

Variable Optimal level  

Lines One line from bus 2 to 3 
One line from bus 4 to 5 
One line from bus 5 to 6 
One line from bus 23 to 24 
One line from bus 26 to 27 

Wind turbines 100 kW wind turbine on bus 25 
110 kW wind turbine on bus 29 
100 kW wind turbine on bus 30 
90 kW wind turbine on bus 31 

Hydrogen storage 100 kW on bus 2 with 30 kg storage capacity 
100 kW on bus 5 with 30 kg storage capacity 
100 kW on bus 13 with 30 kg storage capacity 
100 kW on bus 28 with 30 kg storage capacity 
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connecting wind units and HSSs. Under the higher levels of load 
growth, the system needs all equipment (lines, wind units, and HSSs) to 
deal with load growth. 

Dispatched power with upstream network 

The load demand is already given in Fig. 5 and the peak load is 

occurred at hours 17–20. The system therefore needs to receive the 
maximum energy from the upstream network under these on-peak load 
demands. However, the hydrogen storage systems properly help the 
system to shift energy over day hours. The system therefore is able to 
receive the maximum energy during off-peak periods and store it until 
the on-peak periods when required. This point is depicted in Fig. 11 and 
the maximum power is received during off-peak periods (10–15) and it 

Fig. 6. Hydrogen storage on bus 2 at season 2.  

Fig. 7. Hydrogen storage on bus 5 at season 2.  
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is stored in the HSSs. The on-peak load is afterward supplied by HSSs. 
As a result, the figure shows that the received power from the grid 
during on-peak hours is less than the off-peak periods. The wind en-
ergies also produce power during initial hours of the night and the 
received energy form the main grid is decreased at these time periods. 

Conclusions 

This paper addressed the distribution network expansion planning 
incorporating wind energy and hydrogen storage system. The model 
installs 5 new lines, 4 wind turbines and 4 hydrogen storage systems to 
deal with 30% load growth. The hourly operation of the hydrogen 

Fig. 8. Hydrogen storage on bus 13 at season 2.  

Fig. 9. Hydrogen storage on bus 28 at season 2.  
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storages is also optimized. The hydrogen storage systems are installed 
on buses 2, 5, 13, 28. All the hydrogen storage systems store hydrogen 
inside their reservoirs under initial hours and discharge the hydrogen 
under on-peak hours from hour 15 to 21. The error analysis reveals that 
the electricity price is the most important economic parameter in the 

model. It is verified that the plan can successfully defer the network 
expansion under 10% load growth. 
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Fig. 10. Stored hydrogen in hydrogen storage systems.  

Table 5 
Comparing the planning with the other methods.          

Wind power (kW) Hydrogen storage system Number of new lines Annual cost (106 $/year)  

Case 1 The proposed model 400 400 kW and 120 kg capacity 5 3.323 
Case 2 Expansion plan with wind without storage 400 – 8 3.381 
Case 3 Expansion plan without wind with storage – 400 kW and 120 kg capacity 6 3.441 
Case 4 Expansion plan without wind and storage – – 11 3.495 

Table 6 
Error analysis on the model parameters.    

Test item Annual cost of model (106 $/year)  

Nominal operating condition 3.32 
Price of lines is increased by 10% 3.34 
Price of wind unit is increased by 10% 3.34 
Price of hydrogen unit is increased by 10% 3.34 
Electricity price is increased by 10% 3.62    

Table 7 
Different load growth in the network.       

Load growth Number of lines Number of wind turbines Number of hydrogen storage systems Annual cost (106 $/year)  

10% 0 4 4 2.72 
30% 5 4 4 3.32 
50% 13 4 4 3.87    
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